
Planning and Implementation 
of Projects

Implementation of an evaluation system 

■Road development 
project procedures

/management
Maintenance

Implementation

Measurement of road traffic volume

Understanding road traffic condition 

Road development plan

Identify alternative routes

Comparative review 

Decision of general plan

Construction

Management

Commencement of development

Detail design

Purchase of land

Community 
Consultation Meeting

Relevant 
municipalities

Open to public

Pile installation for right of way
Announcement
of construction 

Procedure for environmental 
impact assessment

Pre-project 
Assessment for Project

Approval   

Planning stage assessment 

Post-project 
evaluation 

Long-term plan
incl. land use plan 

Announcement
of opening 

Negotiation of construction 
details with locals

Approved as a road 
project 

City planning decision

In situ survey

Adjustment and
decision of right of way  

Consultation 
with locals

Planning

Takes average of 10 years for a typical expressway project 

To improve efficiency and transparency, project evaluation is conducted throughout the entire process, from preparation to 
execution and servicing. The first evaluation is conducted while planning a new project and involves cost-benefit analysis. 
Projects that are not complete within five years of their start date are reassessed, and those that are found to be no longer neces-
sary or no longer effective are discontinued or cancelled. Projects are also assessed when they are completed. 
In order to evaluate the sustainability of a project, the economic, environmental and social effects of the projects should be 
assessed. Economic and environmental impacts are assessed through cost-benefit analyses and environmental assessments 
respectively.

Assessment of policy goals for road projects

■Planning review and outcome-based management flowchart

To enhance the transparency and efficiency of road projects, reviews have been introduced into the planning stage of bypass, 
road widening and other projects, and “outcome-based management” practices, which are based on data, have been 
introduced in local projects.

Results-oriented management (New)

(Data, resident’s opinions, etc.)
Identification of local issues

(Traffic safety, disaster preparedness, etc.)

Local projects 

Environmental impact assessment, 
urban planning

(Bypass, road widening, etc.)

Major projects

(Data, resident’s opinions, etc.)

(Intersection improvement, etc.)

Revalidation of needs, project content
 (Detailed check)

Identification of urban/regional issues 

Analyze causes

Define policy goals

Compare and assess 
proposed measures

Select measures 
to implement

Bypass,  
road widening, 

etc.

Other projects,  measures

Assessment for approval 
of new project 

Approval of new project Start of new project

Identification and 
announcement of areas 
requiring attention (List)

Analysis of causes, 
measures proposal  

Selection of measures 
to implement

‹Urgency›
• Data 
  (accidents, disasters, etc,)
• Resident opinions
‹Validity›
• Progress of other projects
• Feasibility of measures 
  (Land availability, etc.)

Local 
governmentOpinions

Third-party 
panel

Local 
governmentOpinions

Third-party 
panel

This section describes how road projects are evaluated in order to achieve accountability
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Periodic
Assessment 

during
Project  



(1) 

■Road development planning

Measurement of road traffic volume

Assessment of road and traffic condition

Road development plan

Identify alternative routes

Comparative review 

Decision of general plan

Assess the current condition such as traffic volume
and traffic safety of the existing roads. 

Covers vehicles, bicycles and pedestrians for
the purposes of; 

(1) Traffic volume (2) Origin and destination
(3) Condition of road development

Identify multiple routes for comparison in the 
light of the plan.

Make a comparison with other routes with respect
to nature, structure, care for control-points* and
economy before deciding the optimal route.   

Determine the road type and plan the fundamental
design (number of lanes and cross-section) 

(1) 

(2) 

(2) 

*Control-point: a spot where a route should avoid because of its societal condition such as shrines and temples or landslide-prone areas. 

Comparison

Plan A

Plan B

Plan C

Plan A (Bypass route) Plan B (improvement) Plan C (no-build)
Detour the 

residential areas
Widen the existing 

route to build 
elevated roads

Continue to use 
the existing road

■ Implementation of road projects

(1) 

(2) 

(A) Embankment 
Pile Pile 

Pile Pile 

Roads are open to pedestrians 
and vehicles after completion 
of construction.  

(1) 

(2) 

Explain measurement to the
parties involved 

Install piles for center mark
during the land survey 

Designed based on the
survey data (S=1/1,000) 

Explanation of details to 
the parties involved using the 
design together with indemnity
for land loss. 
  

Install piles to mark right of way

Measurement of properties, both 
lands and buildings (owners are 
asked to be present to confirm 
measurements)

Negotiation with the parties 
involved on the indemnity for 
land loss 

Payment of indemnity for land 
loss following conclusion of 
agreement 

* Further survey of buried 
cultural properties is to be 
conducted as necessary

Pile installation

Measurements of centerline, horizontal/vertical 
profiles and geological are carried out. 

Negotiation of compensation is conducted.  

(1) Structures at grade (2) Elevated structures 

(B) Cutting 

Width determined in 
the city plan 

Width determined in 
the city plan 

Width determined in 
the city plan 

Explanation of the construction 
methods and construction safety 
to the parties involved

Maintenance/
management 

Roads are constructed 
with utmost caution not
to disturb the surrounding 
areas.        

Land measurement/survey is 
carried out after explanation to 
the owners. 

City planning decision

 Commencement of development

Community Consultation 
Meeting

In situ survey

Detail design

Consultation with locals

Pile installation 
for right of way

Measurement of lands

Land acquisition 
negotiation

Explanation of 
construction plan

 Construction

Completion/open to public

Road development planning Road development process
Roads in Japan are generally developed through the following procedure to make sure to choose the optimal route. After a city planning decision was made, roads are developed taking the following steps while making sure to build the consensus 

of the local residents. 
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■Cost-benefit (B/C Ratio) calculation

Road project assessment is carried out at various phases of the project; assessment at planning phase, pre-project assessment 
phase, during project and post-project phase. 

B/C calculation

Calculation of Benefit (B)

Traffic flow estimate
-Traffic volume
-Travel speed and other factors

-Benefits from travel time savings
-Benefits from operating cost savings
-Benefits from accident cost savings

(Sum of each benefit for 50 years after the opening)

Converting to monetary value using 
time value of persons and vehicles 

Total Benefit

Calculation of Cost (C)

-Project cost for road development 

-Maintenance and operation cost 
(for 50 years after the opening) 

Total Cost

-Social discount rate (4%)

-Excluding price fluctuation (deflator) 

■Road projects that need to be assessed 

Environmental impact assessment (EIA) Road project assessment

Cost-benefit analysis of a road project
Cost-benefit (B/C ratio) analysis for road project is made to assess adequacy of the project from the social and economic aspects.

An assessment system in which a project proponent identifies/predicts/evaluates the potential impacts of the project on the environ-
ment prior to the decision being made on the details. In order to create an improved project, this collected information is available 
to the public and municipalities so that they can add their input.

Class 1
A large-sized project with potentially 
significant environmental impacts.

Class 2
A large-sized project that requires an assessment
to determine whether it has significant environmental 
impacts.   A large-sized project that requires an 
assessment to determine whether it could have 
significant environmental impacts.
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■Road project assessment

•Target of the project assessment : New development or improvement
•Evaluation proponent : Project proponent (MLIT, municipalities or the kind)

Oversight of the third person Independent Committee on Oversight of Project Evaluation is formed by each local office and public body for Periodic Assessment during Project and 
Postproject Evaluation

If construction has not
started for 3 years 

5 years

(Project Selection)

Within 5 years 
after completion

(Start of Construction) (End of Project)

Pre-project Assessment for 
Project Approval  Post-project EvaluationPeriodic Assessment during Project

3 years after the 1
periodic assessment

st

1) Pre-project assessment for project approval
Project assessment including a cost-benefit analysis is conducted when approving a new project. 
This procedure was introduced in FY 1998.

Total : 1,067projects
(FY2020 : 45projects)

Post-Project evaluation is carried out in order to confirm its effectiveness and environmental impacts. 
As necessary, improvements and appropriate planning and researching for similar projects are examined. 
This procedure was introduced in FY 2003.

Total : 596projects
(FY2020 : 33projects)

■Road projects that have to be assessed

Class 1

All

4 lanes or more

7.5km-10km    4 lanes or more,10km or longer

National Expressway

Tokyo
Metropolitan Expressway

National Highway

Class 2

2) Periodic assessment during project

When a project has not started for 3 years after approval or when a project is still in progress for 5 years, another
assessment will be conducted and any necessary improvements will be made. If the continuation of the project is 
found to be inappropriate, it will be abandoned. This procedure was introduced in FY 1998.

Total : 5,615projects

3) Post-project evaluation
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(FY2020 : 187projects)



What consists of the operating cost unit?

Measured as a difference in operating cost before and after a road is opened.

Benefits from operating cost savings = (Operating costs Before the  road is opened)-(Operating costs After the road is opened)

Operating cost (yen) = operating cost unit (yen/vehicle-km) x length (km) x traffic volume (vehicles)

The operating cost is calculated by multiplying the operating cost unit by length and by traffic volume.

Operating cost unit Fuel cost Costs for fuel

Engine oil cost Cost for engine oil

Costs for tire and tube Costs for tire and other

Maintenance cost Costs for maintenance and repair

Depreciation Reduction of vehicle value after travelling a unit distance.

Operating cost savings
Costs for fuel, engine oil, tire and tube, maintenance and depreciation are considered. 

Congestion-induced cost, physical damage and human damage are considered. 

Benefits 
Travel time savings

Accident cost savings

Time values of human activities, vehicle user and freight are considered. 

■Travel time savings

■Operating cost savings

■Accident cost savings
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  What consists of the time value unit?

Measured as a difference in the value of travel time before and after a new road is opened.  

Benefits from travel time savings = (Value of travel time Before the  road is opened)-(Value of travel time After the road is opened)

Value of travel time (yen) = time value unit (yen/vehicle-minutes) x travel time (min) x traffic volume (vehicles)

The value of travel time is a product of the time value unit multiplied by travel time and by volume.

Time value unit Time value of human activities
(Monetary) value of time savings that can be used for extra human activities such as labor and leisure. 

Time value of vehicle use
(Monetary) value of time savings that can be used for extra production activities by unused vehicle.

Time value of freight
(Monetary) value of time savings from reduced travel time of freight  

The monetary value of one 
minute that is saved by one vehicle.
(Unit: yen/vehicle-minutes)

Formula for cost per 
injury/fatal accident

Measured as a difference in accident cost before and after a road is opened.

Benefits from accident cost savings = (Accident costs Before the  road is opened)-(Accident costs After the road is opened)

Accident cost (yen) = number of injury/fatal accident (accidents) x cost per injury/fatal accident (yen/accident)

The accident cost is calculated by multiplying the cost per injury/fatal accident by the number of injury/fatal accidents.

Per-accident cost due to congestion

Per-accident property damage

Per-accident human damage

Formula for cost per injury/fatal accident

Injury/fatal 
accident rate

Traffic 
volume

Road segment 
length or num-
ber of major 
intersections

x x
+

+
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Establishing a well-organized evaluation system
Currently, road administrative management is conducted according to the PDCA cycle (PLAN-DO-CHECK-ACT cycle), whereby: 
policy goals are determined by using performance (outcome) indicators (PLAN); policy measures and projects are executed 
(DO); results are analyzed and achievements are evaluated (CHECK); and the results are reflected in subsequent administrative 
activities (ACT). 
To effectively implement each project, data analysis is conducted on each policy issue. This allows for the clear identification of 
sites and sections that are in particular need of substantial countermeasures. Road administration becomes more effective, 
efficient and transparent when the general public is consulted at each stage of the PDCA cycle. For example, regional needs and 
challenges can be better understood and confirmed when input from the public is solicited about which sites to select.
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Administrative Management
Together with regional public corporations, NPOs and other citizens’ groups, the Japanese govern-
ment is currently putting its efforts toward enhancing administrative management for roads. In 
order to achieve more effective, efficient and transparent road administration, Japan has promoted 
result-oriented administrative management for roads.

■Road Administrative management that 
collaborates with the general public

Evaluating measures

Plan

Check

Setting target and
developing plan by

reflecting challenges

Act
Reflecting the 

results of evaluation 
in administrative 

management

Do
Implementing

measures
and projects

Collaboration

with citizens

Is the plan keeping
 up with the

requirements of daily life?

Complaints,
comments,

requests, etc.

Recognition of
the effects of 

countermeasures

Verification of
effects, exchange of

opinions

An example of how to align sites that are determined to be a 
high priority and whether they meet the requirements of 

Understanding regional needs and challenges

Select high priority sites

Confirm whether the selected sites are 
meeting the requirements of daily life

Determine which sites are in need of 
countermeasures

Sites with high priority Select high priority 
sections

Determine high priority 
sections by sorting sections 
in descending order 
according to the number of 
accidents and congestion

Sites that are high priority
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daily life, according to data analysis




